




Where are we?

In the darkness we wait with eyes closed.

There is a sound emanating as if from a distant memory. It drifts upon the ether of our minds 
like a phantom whisper. It is the quiet roar of a crowd whose voices rise in muted unison. Can 
you hear it? It is there on the fringe of our reality slipping in and out of existence. It is the sound 
that fills our hearts with a longing to once more touch upon the innocence of euphoric child-
like glee. Then just as it threatens to fade from all sensation…there it is again, ever louder, a 
sound like closing thunder from an approaching storm across distant plains. Soft vibrations now 
course through the air as intense energy streams into our being from the roots of the Earth and 
the essence of the sky as the sound of cheering masses can now clearly be heard.  

Our eyes open as a cascade of bass driven sensation washes over us. At first there is a bright 
light that burns, but that quickly fades as we begin to see the jumping gyrating crowd as they 
move to the now raging storm’s rhythmic beat. Brightly lit carnival rides spin in the distance 
like giant magical gyroscopes.  Juggalos are all around laughing and smiling as their faces are 
fixed in wonderment. Missiles rocket into the night’s sky to explode in cascading multicolored 
ribbons of sparkling liquid fire. We begin to swoon because the joy is almost too much to bear. 
It is like a  dream from which we never wish to wake as we pray for it to remain real and to 
solidify…it is then that we realize what it is that we see! The vision is none other than the epic 
spiritual musical festival which goes by the well-earned moniker of … Shangri-La on Earth!  

Juggalos one and all, without further ado, we give to you an event the likes of which the world 
has never seen nor will ever see again outside of its confines. We give to you a festival in an 
all new location with new events, new artists, and new flavor to behold. We give to you a place 
where Juggalos can gather without having to deal with the staleness of the outside world in what 
has become known as the greatest family reunion on Earth. We give to you an escape where for 
four days it will become in every real sense Shangri-La on Earth!  Juggalos, we give to you your 
very own….Gathering of the Juggalos! 
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The moment you have been waiting for has finally arrived! Welcome one and all, young and slightly crusty, ninja and ninjette to 
the spectacle of all spectacles … it’s the annual Gathering of the Juggalos, as we join together to celebrate 15 years of family 
flava! Below you will find all the core information that you will need to know.   

GOTJ Wristband 
The GOTJ wristband that you received when you presented your GOTJ ticket at the front gate is not to be removed at any time 
and is your official pass into and out of Legend Valley (you may come and go as you please). It is good for the entire duration 
of the GOTJ starting Wednesday, July 23rd (at 7 a.m.) until Sunday, July 27th (at 6 p.m.). Anyone found inside the park without 
a GOTJ wristband will be immediately escorted off the property. If you should lose your GOTJ wristband, you should report it 
immediately to the Information Tent. This wristband grants you access to all the concerts, wrestling events, comedian shows, par-
ties, sideshows, competitions, carnival rides, autograph signings and much more at no additional expense.

Vehicle Passes
No vehicles are allowed inside Legend Valley (except for in the parking lot) unless they have the appropriate sticker pass placed 
on the driver side windshield (Car, RV/Trailer or Big Balla Campsite).  These may be obtained by presenting the appropriate 
ticket (Car, RV/Trailer or Big Balla Campsite) you purchased online once you arrive or by purchasing one directly at the front 
gate. These sticker passes allow you to park your vehicle at your campsite and once there, it must remain until the Gathering 
ends. This will be strongly enforced to ensure the safety of all our ninjas. 

Car Passes apply to vehicles ranging in size from motorcycles to full-size vans that are not towing trailers. RV/Trailer Passes ap-
ply to any vehicle bigger than a full sized van (no 18 wheelers) or any vehicle towing a trailer. Big Balla Campsite passes apply 
to any vehicle RV size or smaller along with whatever they are towing. All vehicle passes are good for the entire duration of the 
GOTJ starting Wednesday July 23rd (at 7 a.m.) until Sunday July 27th (at 3 p.m.).

Big Balla Campsite (20 & 30 amp) and Big Balla Campsite (50 amp)
Each of these sites are roughly 25’ x 50’. Any additional vehicles (besides the one with your Big Balla Campsite pass) parked on 
your site will require their own Car or RV/Trailer pass and must fit in your designated area. Keep in mind that you may also put 
multiple tents on your site as long as they also fit in your designated area. Big Balla Campsites are not numbered and will be on 
a first come/first serve basis. These sites are good for the entire duration of the GOTJ starting Wednesday July 23rd (at 7 a.m.) 
until Sunday July 27th (at 6 p.m.).

Parking 
There is a 15 acre field located near the front entrance (off Jacksontown Road) to Legend Valley where you may park your 
vehicle for free. There are also accessible parking spaces available for ninjas with a disability license plate or parking placard 
that are closer to the attractions. 

 
Camping

Once you enter Legend Valley with your GOTJ wristband you are free to camp in any of the designated camping areas on a 
first come/first serve basis. These locations are marked on the GOTJ map located on the back cover of this program. Keep in 
mind that the Gathering staff reserves the right to move any tent, vehicle or campfire to handle disputes or if they are located 
on a road, fire lane or an unofficial camping area. There are some key rules that everyone must follow when camping:
• All tents and vehicles must be 15 feet from any other tent, vehicle, or campfire in all directions.
• Do not camp in-between any row of metal poles as these mark fire lanes that must remain open.
• Make sure to safely contain, maintain, and extinguish all campfires.
• All vehicles at a campsite must have the appropriate vehicle sticker pass placed on the driver’s side front windshield at all 
times.
• Please be respectful of your adjacent neighbors, especially when it comes to excessive noise at night.

Tear Down
After the four full days of flavor are done it will be time to head out. Sunday (27 Jul 2014) is the official tear down day when 
everyone will be expected to be cleared out of Legend Valley and the parking lot by 6 p.m. 

Good Advice
The following are some good tips on how to stay prepared as you venture forth into the GOTJ experience.
• Bring plenty of food to last you the entire time.
• Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
• Wear hats and light colored clothing while staying in the shade to keep cool.
• Sunscreen is always a good idea even on an overcast day.
• When camping make sure to bring the right supplies (tent, sleeping bag, rain gear, flashlight, bug spray, toiletries, towels, fold-
ing chairs etc.)
• Bring a cell phone or some way to communicate.
• Avoid any kind of substance abuse…know your limits.

General Info
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Rules
The following is a list of key rules to keep everyone safe and to ensure a good time for all. We ask that everyone respect the 
property of Legend Valley. The people who have allowed us into their homes are good people who have not only opened their 
arms to us but have also proven to have a complete understanding and respect for our family.  
No selling of illegal substances or the breaking of any other laws.
No underage or excessive drinking or substance abuse.
Children must be supervised by adults.
No vandalism or destruction of property.
No cutting of trees, damaging plant life, or hurting wild animals.
The speed limit while on the grounds is 5 mph.
No animals. Leave your pets at home!
No weapons or dangerous objects.
No spray paint.
No outside firewood (Legend Valley will be selling firewood if needed).
No littering, especially at the campsites.
No golf carts, mini bikes or four wheelers (bicycles are allowed).

Info Tent 
This helpful tent is staffed 24 hours a day by Psychopathic representatives in order to assist anyone with any questions, concerns 
or problems they might have. The people working here are connected via radio to all the event coordinators and have the power 
to either help you directly or get in contact with those who can. The Info Tent also provides the following other services.
• Information (including event times) and problem solving capabilities.
• Maps of the Gathering grounds.
• Lost and Found – Please drop off any found items here.
• Display of the main prizes you can win at the various contests.
• Display of the auction items.
• A promotional area to leave flyers and CDs.

Merchandise Bazaar
This area features a kaleidoscope of dope, rare, offensive and Gathering exclusive merchandise from Psychopathic Records and 
its entire roster of artists. This is also the place to seek out merchandise from all other artists performing on the Big Top or Carou-
sel Stage as well as a variety of other vendors (see page 31). You may also buy additional programs here. 

 
ATMs

There are several ATMs located on the grounds for quick leafy green access. Users are responsible for all transactions as there 
will be no refunds.

Convenience Store
This 24-hour store will strive to meet all your basic needs by supplying an abundance of useful items. You will find everything 
from condoms, to disposable cameras, to over-the-counter medications and much more. 

Food Court
When you smell the aroma of sordid meats drifting on the breeze you will have either found your way into a male brothel house 
or over at the food court. Here a brightly lit caravan of food trailers act as a beacon in the night drawing in all hungry ninjas 
as they partake in such delicacies as triple nut bust surprise, Abdullah fat rolls, cinnamon flavored camel toes, dingleberry crunch 
cake, or glistening buttered anal buns to name a few. They also have Faygo on tap to wash it all down and are open 24/7.  

 
Bottle Fill Station

There is a  bottle fill station (located on the map) where you may get fresh drinking water to fill your containers. 
 
Shower Trailers

These free 24-hour portable shower trailers will help keep you squeaky clean. So when you start to develop some butt juice, 
causing you to smell like cottage cheese marinating in a used baby diaper in the sun, you might want to think about it. Ninjas are 
also discouraged from trying to join the Three Foot High Club, as it could cause undo motion sickness for others.

 
Medical Tent

The Medical Tent will be staffed by trained paramedics 24-hours a day to handle all medical needs. There will also be an am-
bulance on hand to transport anyone with a serious medical emergency quickly and efficiently to a nearby hospital.  

 
Security Tent

Anyone who needs to get a hold of security for any reason can either go to the Security Tent (located by the Seminar Stage) or 
the Information Tent. Security personnel will also be located all throughout the Gathering grounds as well to help you if needed. 
Their purpose is not to restrict people’s fun but rather to ensure everyone is acting in a safe and non-destructive manner.
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Direct from this year’s Gathering of the Juggalos infomercial comes the 
angelic Sugar Slam and the demonic Razor Ray. Your hosts for this evening’s 
entertainment promise to deliver both high flava and hijinks, creating an MC 
partnership like no other. Sugar Slam of “ICP Theater”, GOTJ infomercial and 
Scoops with Sugar fame and her cohost, acclaimed Motown Rage guitarist 
and successful podcast host Razor Ray will be throwing a Juggalo party wor-
thy of the freshness that is the 15th annual Gathering of the Juggalos. So get 
ready, muddafakos!

We know them. We love them. We want to be them because they always roll 
with a plethora of hot half-naked dancing girls. It doesn’t get any better than 
this! Those crazy ninjas from WOLFPAC are going to bring the noise in a su-
percharged performance guaranteed to rouse even the dead. This is one show 
you are not going to want to miss because not only will you be able to bank on 
receiving a wild show of devastation, but you will also be able to deposit plenty 
in your spank bank for later. So dope, so live, so fresh to def….so WOLFPAC!

Wolf Pac 6:30pm

They stand upon a misty field littered with dead MCs like two sullen samurai 
warriors wielding bloody mics in hand. With a steady gaze, they survey the 
broken landscape searching for any to oppose them but see none left standing. 
They are son Ubiquitous of the Sweeping Wind Sword technique and Godemis, 
master of the Pushing Mountain Palm style. Their Strange Music banner perfo-
rated in the body of a fallen foe flutters in the wind, causing the only sound to be 
heard besides that of burning bodies and the soft cries of those still clinging to 
life. True masters of the riddle of steel they have come at last to unleash a flurry 
of bass driven destruction for your enjoyment. 

Ces Cru 7:20pm

Big Top Host -  Sugar Slam & Razor Ray

Wednesday, July 23rd BIG Top sTaGe

BIG Top sTaGe
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Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls! Step right up and witness a fantastical 
creature whose verbal prowess of the chopper style knows no equal on the 
planet! Dear friends, step this way and see the spectacle beyond all spec-
tacles! A true one of a kind enigma who has thrilled and chilled audiences 
across the globe with his amazing skill of rhyme and verbal acrobatics! 
Ladies and gentlemen, this show is not for the faint of heart! Do you dare 
face the man who has sold millions of records? Who founded the notorious 
Strange Music? My friends, we cannot keep it a secret any longer! Right 
here! Before your very Faygo soaked eyeballs is the unbelievable, unfuck-
witable, master of verbal ninjitsu himself! Friends and neighbors, live on 
stage, we give to you the ninth wonder of the world….Tech N9ne!  

This legendary metal/punk band puts the ‘hard’ in hardcore. Straight outta 
the streets of NYC, this Brooklyn-bred band has been wreaking havoc and 
causing nosebleeds for years and has crafted a reputation as one of the 
heaviest and most fearsome metal bands working today. Recognized as 
one of the first metal/punk bands to incorporate a strong hip-hop influ-
ence into their music, Biohazard is as real, raw, and uncompromising as 
rock gets. This will be a show that will make a mass biological threat pale 
in comparison….consider yourself warned! 

Biohazard 8:20pm

He is a native warrior who follows a divine path while drawing strength from 
the spirits of his ancestors and that of the Juggalo family. His is a primal 
energy forged by hunters who throughout the eons have perfected the art 
of skill and death. His is an enlightenment bestowed by shamans meditating 
in smoke filled lodges resting high upon mystic mountains. His is the true 
vision harnessed by the spirit of the eagle that bestows him with a sight that 
stems far beyond this world. His is a purpose granted by his love for the 
Juggalo family that resonates in everything he does. His is a music that has 
inspired a nation even during our darkest times. His is a talent that comes 
once in a lifetime that is forged by the spiritual principles of the Juggalo 
Creed.

Anybody Killa 9:30pm

Tech N9ne 10:45pm

BIG Top sTaGe

Wednesday, July 23rd
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This Philly native, who has ignited like napalm in the underground music 
scene, is doing big things all on her own. With no label and no management, 
she is the epitome of a true underground artist. Within her small beautiful 
stature resides a colossus who continually crushes MCs underfoot and slays 
crowds with her deadly delivery on the mic. Her heart fueled by a determina-
tion for underground domination she has earned the hard won respect of 
Juggalos worldwide as she continues to rise.  

Whitney Peyton 6:30pm

Between the realm of the living and that of the dead, spirits are tied to do bid-
dings by the ebb and flow of dark magic cast forth from this hoodoo practi-
tioner. He has taken on many forms since his inception into this world and has 
now morphed into a creature both vile and otherworldly. His necromantic pow-
ers have been infused with horrorcore rap to create music that can both fill the 
spirit with inspired life and cause the mind to slip into complete madness. He is 
as you see…a dark entity not fully of this world that flutters between that which 
we perceive as reality and the great void that exists just beyond our senses…a 
place of infinite terror that he calls home. 

Big Hoodoo 7:20pm

Seen as the cohost for the 2nd season of “ICP Theater”, this wrestling superstar is one of 
the most sought after commentators around. He has been involved in the Juggalo world 
since he helped create the first “Backyard Wrestling” video game featuring all the JCW 
stars. From touring, to movies, to TV, to wrestling he seemingly has done it all. He even 
recently launched his own successful podcast aptly named “The Kevin Gill Show”. He is 
outrageous, loud, funny, foulmouthed and in your face. Obviously he makes the perfect 
host to get the party started!  

Big Top Host -  Kevin Gill

Thursday, July 24Th BIG Top sTaGe

BIG Top sTaGe
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Cannibal Corpse prove that when it comes to combining unrestrained mali-
ciousness involving song writing and technical precision, they still have no 
equal, forever fortifying their position at the forefront of death metal music. 
Seemingly unrelenting throughout their 24-year career, this legendary Floridian 
band has never sounded so fierce. They personify all that is powerful, savage, 
and raw in the mastery of their sinister craft. They have come to unleash a 
monstrous sound that will impact the crowd like a sledgehammer, causing an 
eruption of super fueled energy full of dark purpose. Their performance will 
mark a pivotal moment in the entire history of the Gathering! 

Cannibal Corpse 8:20pm

He has brought nothing but straight fire…period! Born part Cherokee, this 
renowned Alabama rapper has a unique style with an uncanny versatility that 
has captivated the entire rap game. Not to mention his powerful and creative 
delivery, which moves the listener to become a very part of the story he is tell-
ing. Being a product of the rough streets of the Dirty South, has given his music 
authenticity as he remains a true reflection of his difficult past and is as real as 
it gets. He is one of the most inspiring and dopest artists of our time and by 
overwhelming demand, he is here at the Gathering of the Juggalos to bring the 
motherfuckin’ noise! 

Yellawolf 9:30pm

A dark order of fallen angels cast out by a long forgotten deity, they come 
from a realm of unspeakable horrors and exist for an unfathomable pur-
pose. They are more myth than man, more blood than flesh, more wrath 
than soul. They possess a primordial hunger seen only in their hollow eyes 
that tends to drain the essence of whomever they gaze upon. Their pres-
ence is like a wash of terror streaming from the darkest reaches of one’s 
mind. Their voices are like the cry of a tortured loon on a black winter’s 
night in an ancient wood devoid of life. Only the most malignant rituals 
have revealed their true name that is now forever embedded in the reaches 
of one’s most intimate fears…they are…Dark Lotus!  

Dark Lotus 10:45pm

BIG Top sTaGe

Thursday, July 24Th
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These infamous brothers from Denver, Colorado are raining devastating acid 
flows on the underground music scene with their highly anticipated Psycho-
pathic Records release “The Garcia Brothers!” Now here is your chance to see 
them rip up the stage as they perform for all the Juggalos as the family chants 
raise high into the sky. They are hardened, highly skilled and battle scarred 
veterans who have earned the right to stand beside the greatest underground 
artists of our time. Juggalos, show your love for these dope ass ninjas as they 
put on the show for which all other shows shall be judged. It’s time once again 
for the reign of AMB and what better place to kick it off then at the Gathering 
of the Juggalos!

Axe Murder Boyz 6:40pm

This Cash Money Records artist from Orlando has exploded onto the scene 
with a series of mind blowing mixtapes, collaborations and music videos with 
such reputable artists as Twiztid and Machine Gun Kelly. He has a sick rap flow 
that is confident to the core, defining his place in the music scene as an artist 
destined for greatness. His spotlight performance at the Gathering this year 
is sure to peel wigs back as he hits the crowd with an arsenal of some of his 
dopest bangers!  

Caskey 6:00pm

Dopeness, muddafockos! It’s none other than the one and only Blaze (aka Ya 
Dead Homie, aka Deadman Blaze, aka Cell Block, aka Psycho C, aka Colton 
Grundy, aka The Harbinger of Death, aka The Beast of the Detroit East) who 
has come from the deepest, darkest tombs of the Detroit underground to 
bring you the flavor Juggalos have come to know and love. One of the most 
gifted and influential horrorcore artists of our time, he has proven to be a true 
ninja who has upheld the Juggalo family from day one. Make sure to raise 
your Faygo up high and pour out a little love for Ya Dead Homie, who contin-
ues to provide dope ass live performances from beyond the grave.

Blaze 7:30pm

This group brings the most ridiculous crowd interactive stage presence you have never seen ... until now! 
Imagine “Girls Gone Wild” meets “Pee Wee’s Playhouse” and you’re about half way to the explosive flavor that 
is the Mike Busey experience. It’s like that time back in high school when you got up inside your first neden, 
except the crowd most likely won’t be crying at the end (unless it’s out of utter amazement). Mike Busey has 
been trying to bless the Gathering with his life changing train wreck for years, and this year someone must have 
fucked up some paperwork because he is cumming to the Big Top Stage to have sex with your soul! 

Big Top Host -  Mike Busey and the Busey Beauties

BIG Top sTaGe
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These certified Platinum recording artists and Juggalo favorites from the hard 
hitting streets of Memphis are as real as it gets. Never has any artist since 
the Geto Boys defied the industry as they have by keeping their music as 
dark, menacing, raw, offensive, and honest as possible while still achieving 
worldwide success. DJ Paul, Crunchy Black, and Koopsta Knicca (R.I.P. Lord 
Infamous) have one of the best live performances on the planet because it’s a 
high energy, bass driven spectacle of aggression. They remain one of the most 
driven and respected groups in the game as they continue to do what they do, 
as only they can.   

Da Mafia 6ix 8:30pm

The Kottonmouth Kings are practically synonymous with the Gathering of the 
Juggalos. They performed at the very first Gathering back in 2000 and have 
returned many times since. Their THC-infused blend of rock and hip-hop has 
made them true musical royalty and they have always shown the Juggalo family 
mad love and respect. We are proud to welcome our homies the Kottonmouth 
Kings back for the Juggalo family’s 15th annual reunion! It just wouldn’t be the 
same without their psychedelic, crazed, herb-induced awesomeness!

Kottonmouth Kings 9:40pm

Come one, come all, to witness the spectacle of all spectacles known as Twiztid! 
True Detroit horrorcore artists who have been dropping hypervelocity bunker 
busting bombs deep into the underground scene for mad years. The deadly 
duo who go by the names Monoxide and Jamie Madrox are radiating with atom-
ic power as they come to the Gathering once more to explode on stage with a 
megaton performance. Take cover, for they will impact the crowd like a B-52 
loaded with a full payload of high impact songs that will leave the crowd torn 
asunder with earth pounding bass. Get ready for your eardrums to implode, get 
ready for your senses to detonate, get ready for the missiles of mass destruc-
tion to be revealed at last…get ready for Twiztid!  

Twiztid 10:50pm

frIday, July 25Th
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This notorious recording artist representing Las Vegas has become one of 
hip-hop’s greatest success stories. He has built his career deeply embedded in 
the underground music scene where he has made a choice to thrive. His flow 
is sick, his delivery unwaveringly confident, and he has unleashed some of the 
dopest bangers to ever hit the streets. Together with his Funk Volume label, he 
has made an impact on what the future of rap music will become. 

Dizzy Wright 6:00pm

This dope ass rap phenom is without question one of the most requested per-
formers at the Gathering each year. He has developed a connection with the 
family because he IS family! His live shows have a way of causing an eruption 
of crazed, braless, herb-enhanced mayhem throughout the crowd that is not 
to be missed.  He is in essence a Don Mega of Suburban Noize Records and 
for good reason. He is one of the most imaginatively skilled lyricists on the 
planet who produces some of the most entertaining videos of all time. Jugga-
los, you have asked and you have received. Give it up for the one and only … 
Madchild!

Madchild 6:40pm

Originating from the Deep South, this Psychopathic artist has become one of 
the most controversial and talented rappers to ever grace a mic. His southern 
rap drawl has been the staple of his unique blend of rap and country music 
that carries a message that both resonates to the core and can strike fear 
in the foundation of one’s sense of morality. He has taken the underground 
music scene underneath cloaked raven’s wings and continues to both intrigue 
and captivate the Juggalo family with some of the most unique and creative 
music ever conceived. His is a place earned amongst our family as we con-
tinue to uphold him as one of the greatest performers of our time. 

Boondox  7:30pm

Whether you call him the King of Hardcore or the Son of Southwest everyone knows who the fuck you’re 
talking about. He has been there as a close personal friend of ICP from the very begininging when they 
were out battling the HPs. He has helped shape the foundation of Psychopathic Records and has been an 
icon in the Juggalo, underground and wrestling world. Gangsta, shootfighter, wrestler, actor, DJ, pimp and 
all around charsmatic ninja, he has become the stuff of legend and he is here now to host the stage in his 
own personal Rude Boy style!  

Big Top Host -  Rude Boy

BIG Top sTaGe
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One of the most recognizable names throughout all of hip-hop history (past 
and present) comes this Southgate, California and first Latino-American hip-
hop group ever to achieve Platinum status. They have to date sold a staggering 
18 million records worldwide and are considered gods for many rap and weed 
enthusiasts in all corners of the world, but are seemingly more popular than air 
along the West Coast region that they call home. They are B-Real, DJ Muggs, 
Sen Dog and Eric Bobo and have been arguably the most requested group to 
perform at the Gathering since its inception. Words cannot begin to describe 
the magnitude of them making their debut appearance at the Gathering this 
year as they take to the stage to showcase why they are one of the greatest of 
all time.

Cypress Hill 8:30pm

One of the most influential and talented rappers of our time, Hopsin has shaken 
the foundation of the rap game with a worthwhile message that has resonated 
for many on a deep personal level. Already an icon at an early age he has cre-
ated his own Funk Volume label that has moved like a powerful storm of earth 
shaking bass across the nation. He remains the captain of his own ship, the 
driving force of all his achievements, who remains sincere throughout the build-
ing of a legacy that is forged by his own hand.  So come witness the son of the 
underground, the sovereign of hip-hop and the matrix of muse as he takes to 
the stage for a performance that will not soon be forgotten.

Hopsin 9:40pm

Explosions of Faygo cascading outward upon a wide-eyed crowd of adrenalin 
fueled Juggalos. Giant Faygo cannons projecting liquid pleasure in high pres-
sured volumes out onto the masses. Pyrotechnics ascending deep into the 
night sky as they repeatedly erupt in earth shaking flaming spheres of wonder-
ment.  Screaming madness all around as clowns dance past the edge of your 
sanity taking you to the brink of euphoria as you lose sense of self and reality. 
The thriving crowd jumping to the earth shaking beat as if in a dream. It is then 
that you realize that you are a part of one of the greatest shows on earth as you 
take pride to stand amongst your fellow Juggalos to witness the supreme chaos 
that is an ICP show! 

Insane Clown Posse 10:50pm

saTurday, July 26Th
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From the desolate waste dumps of Detroit Murderous comes the Motor City’s pio-
neers of toxic rock…Zug Izland. Named after the notoriously polluted industrial site 
on the Detroit River, Zug Izland delivers a devastating hybrid of classic Detroit rock 
‘n’ roll with the underground wicked shit flavor that only Psychopathic Records can 
deliver. Gritty, hard-hitting, and uncompromising—just like the city that begat them—
Zug Izland is not for the faint of heart. It’s time to get live, Zuggalos!

Zug Izland
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Time seems to slow when this incredible Strange Music artist first takes to the stage 
as those in the crowd look on in eager anticipation. The clock ticks a second as 
the realization of what is about to happen begins to infuse the mind with energy. 
The clock tocks as his hand clenches the mic, causing adrenalin to flow through 
the body pumped by a rapidly racing heart. The clock ticks and then stops as time 
seems to freeze, causing the second hand to quiver in place…then there is an 
explosion of extreme chaos as time collapses in on itself with the witness of one of 
the most high energy, crowd jumping, shows on the planet, causing all to be lost in 
a euphoric, timeless, musical bliss.   

Stevie Stone

3:
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Yes! Fuck yes! These rapcore ninjas that combine a fusion of punk rock and gang-
sta rap are amongst the all-time favorites and comprise one of the most requested 
bands at the Gathering each year. They have one of the greatest live shows on the 
planet and simply put…bring it! Coming all the way from Huntington Beach, Califor-
nia when they go on, that is where you will want to be, flat out! We love these guys 
because they embrace the family in a way that few do and because they are some 
bad ass talented motherfuckers that are fucking awesome!

Hed (p.e.)

Carousel sTaGe
2:

30
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M

There just isn’t another rapper in this era that’s quite like this extraordinary ninja. He 
has been crushing the underground music scene for the last few years and has been 
on the Juggalo radar like a Japanese submarine entering the Kaneohe Bay in 1942. 
He is true pimpin’, always blew back, stays surrounded by hotties, lives that playa 
life status and parties like its 1999. One can only admire his full throttle approach 
on life and for continuously producing music that ninjas feel to the core. There is no 
question that he has the future on lock, as he keeps killin’ it in the year 2014 and 
beyond!

Lil Wyte

Wednesday nIGhT
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This supergroup composed of Danny Boy, Ill Bill and Slaine is as real as it gets. 
Straight from the streets of L.A., NYC, and Boston they are renowned to be some 

of the hardest hitting lyricists in the game. Most recently working with Fat Beats 
Records, they have set fire to the music scene with a powerful presence that has 

brought a truth back to hip-hop that was sorely missed.  The very name has reso-
nated deep within the Juggalo world since its inception and now they are here along 

with DJ Eclipse to rock the stage as only they can! So give it up for the first time ever 
at the Gathering…La Coka Nostra!

2:
30

 A
MLa Coka Nostra

Better duck down, homie. ‘Cause they aren’t here to play, homie. Ya feel me? They 
packin’ that weight, homie. So we got my homie Bullet, my homie Full Clip, my 

homie Cell Block, ya know what I’m sayin’ and they ready to ride on a busta homie. 
We also got my man Sawed Off, my homie Lil Shank, my homie Foe Foe and that 
fool that be trippin’ on some old school punch a fool for livin’ type shit Yung Dirt 

aka lil homie Thug Money . So, homie, the one thing I know, homie, is that gangsta 
recognize gangsta, homie, and these playas lookin’ real familiar right about now…ya 

heard me, homie?

3:
30

 A
MPsychopathic Rydas

1:
30

 A
M

This Nashville rapper is no stranger to producing bangers, controversy or Waffle 
Houses. He is tried and true and as Southern and smooth as all can be with a unique 

flow and accent that makes him one of the dopest rappers of our time. Pouring his 
heart into his music, his is a soul to bear making his music an authentic and fascinat-

ing glimpse into the trials and tribulations of his colorful life. He will move you to 
jump, he will move you to laugh, and he will move you to tears…without question 

when you see him perform live, you will be moved.

Jelly Roll

12
:3

0 
A

M

Not much is known about the background of this gifted rapper but the name 
seems to say it all. He has one of the sickest chopper flows on the planet that sim-
ply has to be heard to be believed. It’s rumored that he might even be an android 
(but that’s purely speculation) because it doesn’t seem humanly possible to attain 
the delivery that he does.  He has gained a lot of momentum since he first hit the 

scene and speed seems to be his main focus, whether it’s on the mic or schoolin’ 
it in the rap game.

Twisted Insane

Carousel sTaGeThrusday nIGhT
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Controversial, unforgiving and dark as all can be, come two of the most hardcore hor-
rorcore rappers to ever grace a mic. Beyond talented they possess the ability to both 
captivate and horrify at the same time (like watching a burning cow). They take music 
to a level seldom seen before and seemingly cross all lines in the process. Come join 
them, if you dare, as they plummet to the deepest bowels of the nethervoid as they 
take you on a wonderfully horrific journey to where no soul should ever roam.

Razakel & SickTanick

1:
30

 A
M

This Atlanta based rapper is never scared when it comes to producing great music…
indeed, he is fearless. Worth his weight in gold, his music has been heard in all cor-
ners of the world earning him a place amongst the legends. Joining him onstage are 
two underground artists who are making serious noise on the Juggalo scene with the 
release of such videos as D Money’s “Loud” and Michael Lee Warren’s “In My City.” 
You have heard them, you have seen their videos and now see them live! This is one 
performance that is sure to cause waves of flavor to emanate off the stage to deep 
within the Gathering grounds. 

Bone Crusher with Special Guest D M0ney 
Blockboy and Michael Lee Warren

3:
30

 A
M

This ninja extraordinaire and former front man and namesake of the ultimate band 
known as Static-X has begun forging a new path of rock excellence. What Bruce 
Lee was to martial arts, Wayne Static is to rock music and he is hitting just as hard. 
His legacy has not only been full of controversy but its share of turbulence as well. 
Through it all, however, he has grown stronger for it, as he continues to bring that 
same flavor you have come to know and love since the start of his career.  He is 
what every rock hero should be – foolhardy, extreme, explosive, and uber-talented. 
Prepare for his show, which is sure to wreak a path of destruction throughout the 
grounds causing extreme pandemonium!

Wayne Static of Static X

2:
30

 A
M

Screaming can be heard from all around, instilling panic as the chaos unfurls in 
the downtown city street. You turn to see the gargantuan green form of Bukshot at 
the end of the block as he slams his fists downward creating a deep crevice in the 
pavement as the shockwave knocks you off your feet. You scramble to run as laser 
beams emanating from Boondox high in the sky sweep across your path, causing the 
street and nearby buildings to explode in a rain of molten death. You manage to dive 
behind a car just in time when it’s suddenly lifted by the incredible strength of Claas, 
who tosses it aside as if it were a plastic toy as he looks down at you maniacally. They 
are the super group known as the Underground Avengers and they have not come to 
save you…because they are the villains that should be feared!

Underground Avengers

frIday nIGhT

Carousel sTaGe fIrday nIGhT
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This Funk Volume artist is quickly becoming an unstoppable force in the under-
ground music scene. Hailing from Decatur, Georgia he has a machine gun style 

delivery that is uncanny to say the least. He has hit the music scene running and 
has only increased his pace since then. From shows to music videos to dropping 

albums, he has been schooling it to levels seldom seen before and gaining the 
much deserved attention of our Juggalo family due to pure tenacity and unques-

tionable talent.

Jarred Benton

1:
30

 A
M

You know who these ninjas be, son! They are the Detroit-based, prior Hatchet 
House, metal-rap gods who go by the names Razor Ray, 2Def, Sadistic and Frank 
Hannah. They bring the thunder every time they hit the stage with a musical on-

slaught of drums, guitar, and mosh pits. They are loud, they are offensive, and they 
just don’t give a fuck…they are the perfect band to bring the chaos to this year’s 

Gathering!

Motown Rage

This California based rapper and ex-Kottonmouth Kings member has been the focus 
of much debate since he recently started his solo career. Pursuing a campaign of 

freshness since then he has been continuously touring and putting out those golden 
laced tracks with that unique JR sound that we have all come to know and love over 

the years.  One of the coolest, most laid back ninjas there is, he transforms into a 
berserker master killa on the mic when he explodes on the stage during one of his 

live performances that tend to cause wigs to explode and then implode into a million 
pieces.  

2:
30

 A
MJohnny Richter

 “Alright, stop whatcha doin’ ‘cuz I’m about to ruin the image and the style that 
ya used to…” Back in the day, Shock G and his cohorts the Digital Underground 

(which included a relatively unknown rapper at the time named Tupac Shakur) were 
the certified motherfuckin’ KINGS of party rap music. You couldn’t go to a house 
party or a club without hearing now classic cutz like “Doowhatchalike,” “Kiss You 

Back” and, of course, “The Humpty Dance,” rapped by Shock G’s big nosed, nasally 
voiced alter-ego Humpty Hump. No one does a rap party like Shock G/Humpty 

Hump and now he’s bringing the flava to the Gathering, performing all the Digital 
Underground classics. And if anybody disses you for dancing, tell ‘em: Step off! I’m 

doing the Hump!

3:
30

 A
MSHOCK G Digital Underground

frIday nIGhT saTurday nIGhT
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Weedman

Kongo Kong  

Spider Monkey 
Super Strong 

Tiger

Zach Gowen 

2 Tuff Tony

Jimmy Jacobs 

Shockwave

The  Hooligans  

The Boogey Man

Crazy Mary
Dobson 

Shane  Mercer

Heidi Lovelace

Tommy Dreamer  

Cherry Bomb 

The Haters
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HyzayaColt Cabana

Ring Ryda’s Madman Pondo
Richie Boy Briar 

WellingtonNecro Butcher  

The Butler
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This is monster mayhem at its best! See bizarre creatures battle it out in a miniature version of 
a downtown city street. This is so fresh that it’s hard to describe what you are actually going to 
witness with your amazed peepers.  If you like mass destruction, if you like giant killer monsters, 
if you like humorous antics, if you like loud overexaggerated special effects noises, if you like gi-
ant chickens…then my friend, you are going to love this! Don’t miss your intense dose of Kaiju 
Big Battle Wrestling!

Kaiju Big Battle Wrestling
Wednesday  Night; 12:30am - 2:30am

Beautiful as they are deadly, come see these curvaceous vixens as they attempt to pummel the 
shit out of one another for your sick and twisted amusement. With the fast and furious action 
during these matches you are bound to see plenty of T&A…hey that’s Teamwork and Action, 
get your mind out the gutter!  These warriors of the female persuasion are ready to claw, punch, 
body slam, smash, jiggle and bounce all for your slack jawed entertainment. So come see what 
all the hype is about as you lay witness to amazing psychical skills combined with brutal savagery 
of amazon like proportions.

Exotic Ladies of Wrestling 
Thursday Night; 12:30am - 2:30am

Here is your chance to step into the ring and be trained by some of JCW’s greats. Learn eve-
rything from performing basic lockups to how to properly execute a high flying off the top 
ropes finishing move. You don’t need any prior knowledge to attend and there are multiple well 
known mentors to train students at various levels. The top trainees who prove their mettle, ring 
presence and skill will then be chosen to compete in a battle royal match in either JCW’s Road 
to Bloodymania or Bloodymania 8! At least 18 ninjas will be chosen and the more tryouts you 
attend, the better your chances are of making the cut.

JCW Tryouts  
Hosted by Ring Rydas & 2 Tuff Tony  / Thursday  thru Saturday : 1pm - 3pm

The culmination of a year of gut wrenching savage action comes down to this climatic showdown 
where the best of the best step upon the blood soaked apron once more to prove their worth 
as they literally tear each other apart. When all the blood, sweat, and tears have been shed, only 
a few will be left standing to claim their spot amongst the winners circle, while only one will be 
able to claim the ultimate prize…the JCW World Heavyweight Belt! Come see the mega stars of 
wrestling battle to the bloody finish in this spectacular extravaganza that is sure to rise more than 
a few “Holy Shit” chants and result in more than a few nightmares when it’s all through and done.

Bloddymania 8  
Hosted by: Kevin Gill and Shaggy 2dope / Thursday  thru Saturday : 1am - 3:30am

This is Juggalo wrestling at its bloody best. Come witness staple guns, thumbtacks, barbed wire 
and florescent light tubes used in ways their designers could never have fathomed. During a 
JCW match anything can—and probably will—happen. This is wholesale destruction with some 
of the most bloodthirsty and talented wrestlers alive ripping each other apart in the quest for 
that ever elusive gold. Do you have the stomach to witness such brutal atrocities committed on 
human flesh? Find out when you see just how far these gladiators are willing to go.

JCW Road to Bloodymania
With DJ Clay and Commissioner Violent J  / Friday Night; 12:30am - 2:30am

JCW sTaGe
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This actor/comedian from Brooklyn is a regular at many of the 
New York comedy hotspots and has been on many comedy 
tours across the nation. Besides acting in several big screen 
movies, he has also appeared on NBC’s “Law & Order” numer-
ous times,“Deadline,” “ Last Comic Standing 4,” and most re-
cently “ICP Theater!” He is loud, hilarious, unapologetically offen-
sive, and refers to his style of comedy as…. “the same as my style 
of dance…doing what is least awkward.”

With Opener
Cameron Buchholtz

Who doesn’t love this guy? He is one of the most recognized comedians on the planet and 
his loud grating voice precedes even himself. We have seen him many times on Saturday 
Night Live, various comedy roasts, USA Up All Night, Hollywood 
Squares and most recently “ICP Theater”. He has done numer-
ous animated voiceover characters (everything from “The Fairly 
OddParents” to “Ren and Stimpy”) and has appeared in too many 
movies and TV commercials to mention. He is offensive, vulgar, 
controversial, and always hilarious. Whatever else you do at the 
Gathering this year make sure to see this performance. It won’t be 
hard to find…just follow the uncontrollable laughter. With Opener  

Davon Magwood

He’s a three-time WWE champion, a hardcore legend and a member of the WWE Hall of Fame. 
Now, Mick Foley is unleashing the same trademark blend of wit and wisdom, wildness and 
warmth that made his books so beloved (five self-penned New 
York Times bestsellers) into his one-man spoken-word stage show, 
“Tales From Wrestling Past.” Drawing from his 28 years of travel, 
Foley finds humor in the unlikeliest of places – the loss of an ear, 
the “dedication” of a porn-star working in a knee-brace, a United 
States President reciting his wrestling catchphrase. Foley himself 
refers to “Tales From Wrestling Past” as “like being in the ring, with-
out getting hurt” – a welcome distinction coming from a man who 
gave so much, to so many, for so long.  Bang, bang! With Opener

Kegan the Creep Ass

Mick Foley
Wednesday Night: Midnight to 1am

Comedy seems to run in the family of this Brooklyn raised comedian, seeing that he is the 
cousin of Chris Rock. He is one of the most successful comedians coming out of NYC and has 
been on many tours around the globe.  You have seen him as a 
regular of VH1’sBest Week Ever, “G4’s International Sexy Ladies”, 
AMC’s“FilmFakers”, “NBC’s “Today” show, and “Fox News’s Red 
Eye w/Greg Gutfield”. He has also appeared on theTough Crowd, 
Premium Blend, “The Chris Rock Show” and let’s not forget to 
mention”ICP Theater”, as well as numerous other, TV, commercial 
and movie appearances. He is ridiculously funny so make sure to 
stop by and sit back and enjoy some good ol’ side splitting enter-
tainment.

Sherrod Small
Thursday Night: Midnight to 1am

Gilbert Gottfried
Friday Night: Midnight to 1am

Joey Gay
Saturday  Night: Midnight to 1am

With Opener
Seth Brock

ComedIans semInar TenT
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Get it, get it! Don’t stop! Get it, get it! Don’t stop! All I got to say is… 
it’s…about….to go…down! DJ Clay is bringing that straight napalm 
flavor as he brings the noise to an explosive new level. Come jam with 
your favorite Psychopathic homie as he spins some musical madness 
that will be sure to blow the Big Top off the frackin’ stage! Oh and did 
we forget to mention that he will be joined by Mike Busey and some 
of the hottest, scantily clad party girls on the planet who will per-
form feats of sexual prowess that will make you wanna slap you baby 
mama’s cousin’s brother? So come join the jubilee of chaos, where 
soon you won’t know whether you’re crying due to an emotional crisis 
or from pure unadulterated joy….and you won’t care.  

JuGGalo parTIesBIG Top sTaGe

BIG Top sTaGe

Can you dig it, suckas! It’s time to get loose like booty juice in this awesome club party taking place 
on the Big Top Stage (yes, you can come up)! Hosted by Psycho-
pathic music producer Brian Kuma, who will lay out some devastating 
Psychopathic wicked shit fused with mesmerizing electronic beats. All 
the while Triple Sixx and her bevy of six hot friends will be captivating 
the crowd with seductive dance and colorful body painting for all who 
want it. If that weren’t enough expect plenty of guest appearances 
by many of Psychopathic’s own artists as this party sets off the start 
of the Gathering in as big a sendoff as it possibly can! Prepare to be 
drunk, crunk and look at plenty of junk in a trunk as you lose all sense 
of sensibility in this cesspool of pulverizing beats and debauchery at 
its highest level!  

Kuma’s Psychopathic’s All Star Party 
Co Host: Triplesix and her six hot friends  
Friday Night: 12:30 - 4am

DJ Clay’s Horny Nutts and Big Butts Party 
Co Host: Mike Busey and the Busey Beauties 
Thursday Night: 12:30 – 4am

What could be more fun than cascading foam waterfalls pouring over 
the glistening half-naked bodies of the WOLFPAC girls as they dance 
exotically to a masterful woven mix by the legendary Mike E Clark? 
Nothing, that’s what! Come get your wig peeled back like a Faygo can 
as your mind is completely blown by magnitudes of pure flavor over-
load! Penetration, bouncing globes, human combustion, egg beaters, 
ninja chickens, g-strings, lasers…these are all things you may witness 
and so much more! This is the party to end all parties, which will send 
all your reason and sanity spiraling into multiple dimensions throughout 
time and space. You could bust a nut just thinking about this freshness!

Mike E. Clark’s Frothy Murder Mix Foam Party
Co Host: WOLFPAC and the WOLFPAC girls 
Wednesday Night: 12:30 - 4am
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Big Silva Show   Carousal Stage / Fri: 5 to 6pm
What goes up must come down and Big Silva is livin’ proof that the law of gravity is in full effect. He 
is a gigantic ball of pure duct tape rolled up into a mass of wanton destructive force who loves three 
things…cigarettes, Faygo and smashing objects into tiny bits. Watch with simple joy as Big Silva is 
raised high in the sky by a giant forklift as fragile, helpless objects lay underneath. Then when the 
crowd counts down “3…2….1….Whoop Whoop!” he will freefall with all his magnificent weightiness 
to an explosive end! If that weren’t enough, the fresh Juggalos from the Scrub Care Unit (SCU) along 
with your Psychopathic homies will be passin’ out bottled water and grilling up mad amounts of free 
hotdogs and hamburgers. Cause there ain’t no party like a Big Silva party! 

Juggalo Night Court  Seminar Tent / Wed – Fri: 1:30 to 4am
This is where all beefs are squashed and all problems are solved at the barrel of a Faygo filled super 
soaker! If you have any kind of grievance at the Gathering, then bring all affected parties to this court 
to settle it once and for all. Judge High Bone will be presiding as you plead your case. The jury (and 
sometimes executioners) will be all Juggalos in attendance who will decide the victor. The winning 
party gets a Juggalo Night Court T-shirt while the main representative of the losing side must spin the 
dreaded Wheel of Bone to decide which of 13 random bones they will have to endure…now that’s 
Juggalo Justice!  

Psychopathic Radio Bizarro Tent / Thur - Sat: Noon to 1:30pm and 2:30 to 4pm

The WOLFPAC gang is at it again with a plethora of sexy WOLFPAC girls to bring you more onstage 
hijinks, more bizarre contests of physical prowess and more booty shaking then you could shake a 
dominatrix’ whip at. All the while they will be broadcasting live via Psychopathic Radio for all the Jugga-
los nationwide to dip in on. With plenty of guest celebrities stopping by all throughout the show, this 
has become one of the all-time favorites of the Gathering each year. Booyah, son!

Juggalo Wedding   Carousal Stage / Fri: 1 to 2 pm
Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to join Tiffany and Dip Set in a joyous occasion! Come 
witness this blessed union of our fellow Juggalo and Juggalette as they are united in marital bliss. 
Wipe back tears of joy as Tiffany walks down the aisle while being serenaded by Chuck Bareass 
singing “She’s Your Queen To Be”. Being as this is a Gathering wedding, some of the traditions have 
changed so expect plenty of Faygo induced fun. Come join us in this celebration of Juggalo love.

Oddity Freak Show   Carousal Stage / Sat: 3 to 4pm
This show is not for those with weak stomachs, faint hearts or gerbil bladders. Here you will see 
people submit their bodies to levels of pain and punishment that should not be humanly possible 
to survive. From skin suspensions, body immolation, skin piercing, fire eating, extreme pierced 
weightlifting, bed of nails, sword swallowing and much more. Your mind will spin as you have a hard 
time believing what your eyes see. This show is truly an amazingly wicked spectacle that is not to be 
missed! 

Peep This Shit Stage  Bizarro Tent / Thurs – Sat: 1:30 – 2:30pm  &  4 – 6pm

This small but dope stage is the perfect chance for ninjas to showcase their talent (rapping, singing, 
dancing, etc.) If you have the confidence to take to the stage then we have two live mics, a sound 
system, a sound man and a platform for you to utilize (music can be provided or you can bring your 
own). What more do you need? All you have to do is show up to have your chance to perform before 
our Juggalo Family. It’s just that easy. That is until all eyes are on you!  

sIde shoWs
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CompeTITIons

CompeTITIons

Costume Contest Carousal Stage / Thurs: 1 to 2pm
There are moments in all our lives where near perfection is achieved and the rewards are bounti-
ful. This contest could be one of those moments for you that happens to be the right time with the 
right blend of skill, inspiration and lunacy to come out on top. Just bring whatever creative costume 
you can piece together or create to pit your artistic flare against others to see if this is indeed your 
moment. Forgoing that, you could simply watch the bizarre spectacle as it unfolds. Prizes: First Place 
– GOTJ Gold Plaque and $100 gift certificate; Second Place – $100 gift certificate; and Third Place – 
$50 gift certificate.  Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest 
begins. A private dressing area will be provided.

Faygo Launching Contest Carousal Stage / Thurs: 5 to 6pm
What could be better than explosions of carbonated propelled Faygo rockets spewing liquid pleasure 
as they take flight high into the sky? This contest pits a skill that Juggalos have trained for since the 
first Faygo bottle they have ever let loose. The task is simple…see if you have what it takes to propel 
a bottle of Faygo the furthest distance when launched from the stage. You are free to use whatever 
technique you wish, from the corkscrew anus launch to the tried and true double tap stage spike 
slam. Each contestant will receive two Faygo bottles in an attempt to win. Prize: Furthest distance 
– $200 gift certificate.  Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the 
contest begins (100 competitors max).  

Texas Hold ‘Em Bounty Tournament  
Autograph Tent / Wed – Fri Night: 12:30 to 4am and Sat Finals: 12:30 to 4am 

Bets will be raised and then re-raised. Hands will be folded that would have won. This is a game of 
highs and lows; it is a game of intense anxiety and high adrenaline, it is a game of skill and luck. For 
some it is more than a game.  For this tournament you will have three chances to make it into the 
final round.  64 players may compete each night (first come, first serve) with six of those players 
making it into the final round, which will take place on Saturday when they will battle it out to see who 
will become Texas Hold’em Champion. Every night (except 
the finals) a celebrity player will also be in the game; if you 
should eliminate them you will earn a prize. Bounty Prize: 
$50 gift certificate. Final round Prizes: First Place – GOTJ 
Gold Plaque, Psychopathic blinged out jersey & $200 gift 
certificate; Second Place – Psychopathic blinged out jersey 
& $100 gift certificate; Third Place – $100 gift  
certificate, Fourth to Ninth Place - $20 gift certificate.  
Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 
minutes before the contest begins and must know how to 
play the game and deal. 

Juggalo Gong Show Carousal Stage  / Thurs: 3 to 4pm
Here is your chance to sparkle! Come to display whatever talent you have (either alone or with a 
group of your homies) in front of the adoring crowd in a chance to win big money, big prizes and big 
ups! Your ambiguously gay host Chuck Bareass will take you on a wondrous journey of confetti, bal-
loons and small people you will not soon forget. Contestants will each be given up to two minutes to 
prove their worth on stage with whatever talent they wish to share (dancing, singing, juggling, poetry, 
ninjitsu, acting, fire breathing, pantomime etc.), however, no rapping will be allowed. Three judges will 
either “gong” the contestant to eliminate them mid performance or rate them on a scale of one out of 
ten. Top three scores win! Prizes: First Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque, a barbwire tiara and a tube sock full 
of $85.19; Second Place – $80 in gift certificates, a lap dance from a Gong Show host of your choice, 
and a pair of used virgin panties; and Third Place – a birthday cake with song and a mystery present.  
Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins. Music will 
be provided if needed (feel free to bring your own).

GOTJ Gold Plaque
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Ring Girl Competition  JCW Stage / Thurs: 5 to 6pm 
This is not just about raw physical assets…though that does help. It’s about possessing a true JCW 
attitude, the ability to inspire a salivating crowd and the confidence to represent the wrestling world 
to the fullest. Contestants should bring their sexiest hookup (bikini, lingerie, dress etc. / dressing 
area will be provided) as they will each be given a chance to walk to the ring holding a match card 
as they strut their stuff trying to win the crowds approval. The crowd will then ultimately decide the 
winner by applause. Oh, and the final two winners will be given a wrestling backstage pass and have 
the opportunity to be a JCW ring girl for Friday and Saturday nights wrestling, including Bloodyma-
nia!  Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins and 
bring their own sexy attire with them. A Private dressing area will be provided.

Flow Master Rap Battle  
JCW Stage / Fri: 4 to 6pm and Sat Finals: 4 to 6pm

Here there be beasts on the mic who will attempt to slay each other with assaults of verbal mas-
tery. This is where true combatants with gifted freestyle abilities perfected over countless hours will 
finally prove their worth to stand amongst true MCs. However, it won’t be easy. Do you have the 
confidence to crush your foes with no mercy? Do you have the ability to produce creatively inspired 
rhymes off the dome? Do you have what it takes to prove your mettle on stage….do you? Each rap-
per will first freestyle to the crowd for 60 seconds (the beat will be provided). The judges will then 
determine which 8 will move on to the final round on Saturday. The final round will then consist of 
an elimination style battle where two rappers at a time will compete directly against each other with 
the winner of each round being determined by the judges (who will take crowd reaction into heavy 
consideration). This will continue until there is only one. Final Round Prizes: First Place – GOTJ Gold 
Plaque, and $500 in cash; Second Place – $200 gift certificate; and Third Place – $100 gift certifi-
cate.  Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins.   

CompeTITIons

Tattoo Contest Seminar Tent / Fri: Noon to 1pm
You’ve endured the pain of getting ink needled into your flesh, now get the gain! There is no 
better time or place to show off your amazing body art then at this contest where you could walk 
away with far more than the risk of hepatitis B. So come on down to get striped, get peeped hard, 
and possible get penetrated (by more needles of course) to see if you have the canvas that will 
amaze the judges the most. For this contest each competitor will stand before the crowd, while a 
panel of judges scores their tattoos based on size, originality, and quality (Judges will take crowd 
support into heavy consideration). Prizes: 1st Place – GOTJ Gold Plaque and $100 gift certificate; 
2nd Place – $100 gift certificate; and 3rd Place – $50 gift certificate. Those wishing to compete 
should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins. 

Wet T-Shirt Contest Carousal Stage / Fri: 3 to 4pm
The titty (I mean title) speaks for itself. It really doesn’t get any better than this! Hot Juggalettes 
and Faygo…could there ever be a better combination? When this gets underway you can best 
believe that your joyfully tearful eyeballs will not be the only globes glistening in the afternoon 
sun. The crowd will decide the winner based on feverous applause but the true winner will of 
course be you. Prize: Winner $250 in cash. Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 
minutes before the contest begins with a white T-shirt. A Private dressing room will be provided.
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Ninja Olympics JCW Stage / Sat: Noon to 1pm
Who doesn’t want to be a ninja? Some say they are powerful, others that they are shrouded in a dark 
mystery inspired by their silent footfalls, deceptive tricks and deadly determination. Here is your 
chance to prove if you have the true spirit of a ninja warrior in this martial competition. There will be 
four rounds in all to find out who will be victorious. In each round ninjas will have to battle one oppo-
nent to see if they can advance into the next round. #1: Knife Fighting (using foam knives). #2: Sumo 
Wrestling. #3: Martial Arts (light contact to the torso only, with protective gear). #4: Three vs. One 
Battle (ninjas try to last the longest against four other ninjas using Pugil sticks). A ninja referee will 
oversee each round. In the end there can be only one. Are you ninja enough to survive?  Prize: Last 
ninja standing – GOTJ Ninja Olympic Medal, blinged out ninja suit and a ninja escort to take you and 
a friend to all backstage areas from 6pm until midnight.  Those wishing to compete should show up 
at least 15 minutes before the contest begins (16 competitors max – first come first serve, with those 
wearing ninja suits moving to the front of the line).  

The Neden Game The Carousal Stage / Sat: 1 to 2pm
Five players will be pulled directly from the crowd for each round of this game show for a chance 
to win a date with a beautiful vixen or a suave ninja. For the first round a Juggalo will question Jug-
galettes who will be hidden from view. At the end of the questioning period he will then choose 
one to go on a date with based on personality alone. For the next round Juggalos will be pulled 
from the crowd and this time a Juggalette will question them to determine a winner. What happens 
during the course of this show is often hilarious and surprising as the questions tend to be very 
revealing. The winner of each game will then go on a date from 8pm to midnight, with their dates 
also acting as their personal backstage escort.  

CompeTITIons
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2 Tuff Tony’s Fishing Tournament Seminar Tent / Sat: 8 to 11am
Cast out your line into the cold watery grave of an alien underwater world to try to win this com-
petition that will test your true grit and determination as a champion of lure and sinker. 2 Tuff Tony 
is back again and more fishy than ever, as he hosts this competition that dares to test the fishing 
enthusiast against the oh-so-elusive predators of the deep who stare back with gross, unblinking, 
deadpan eyes at all who would try to deceive them with tasty morsels on a hook. Prizes will be de-
termined by the combined weight of each competitor’s three biggest fish caught: First Place – GOTJ 
Gold Plaque and $100 gift certificate; Second Place - $100 gift certificate; and Third Place – $50 gift 
certificate.  Those wishing to compete should bring all of their own fishing gear, bait and a bucket 
(limit of two fishing poles per competitor). Only those fish caught during the contest (and witnessed 
by a judge) will be counted.  Those wishing to compete should show up at the Seminar Tent between 
7:30am – 8am (don’t be late).  

Miss Juggalette Pageant Carousal Stage / Sat: 5 to 6pm 
No title is more esteemed, more draped in the honor of beauty personified than that of Miss Jug-
galette Queen! The one who holds the crown each year is a rare beauty who is all things -- talented, 
creative and curvaceous. She is a real gift to behold who is also of a substance that is part dream 
and part fantasy. This year’s queen is somewhere out there right now waiting to step upon the stage 
of majesty, just waiting for the crown to be placed upon her perfect brow. Could this be you?  This 
pageant is composed of three rounds: #1: Personality - where the contestants answer questions. 
#2: Talent - where contestants show off an ability (dancing, unicycling, magic, etc.) and #3: Swimsuit 
competition!  Judges will then tally the scores from all three rounds (taking crowd reaction into heavy 
consideration) to determine who will become this year’s Queen!  Prizes: First Place – GOTJ Gold 
Plaque and $200 gift certificate; Second Place – $200 gift certificate; and Third Place – $100 gift cer-
tificate.  Those wishing to compete should show up at least 15 minutes before the contest begins and 
bring their own swimsuit (or comparable attire) with them. A private dressing area will be provided as 
well as any music needed for the talent round.
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Bizarro World Bizarro Tent / Wed - Fri: Midnight to 4am
This is a strange, spiritually wonderful place that takes a page out of your wildest imaginings. Here 
the freaks come out at night in abundance, as they perform creative talents that border on the 
weird, metaphysical and spectacular. This is a place of drum circles, illusionists, tribal dancers, fire 
breathers, jugglers, slit walkers, fire performers and so much more. There are talents here that 
are tried and true and others that simply have to be seen to be believed. Come join them if you 
have something to share, as there is a place for everyone in Bizarro World; whether to perform or 
simply to enjoy the oddity of it all.  

Psychopathic Auction  Seminar Tent / Thurs: Noon to 1pm
Find the rarest, never for sale or out of print Psychopathic items at the prestigious Psychopathic 
Action! All items start at a low bid so here is your chance to walk away with a highly valuable 
treasure on the cheap. Last year was super crazy to say the least, as ninjas battled it out with 
fierce tenacity to claim their prize. For it takes someone with true nerves of steel to remain till 
the very end as the victor. 25% of the total money earned at this year’s auction will be donated 
to Mike Young; a Juggalo currently in need of help. If you wish to donate to his cause go to www.
helphopelive.org and type in Mike Young under Find a Patient to donate.  

Free Play Video Games  Video Games Area / Wed – Sat: Noon – 4am 
Courtesy of PimpLights and Psychopathic Records you will find an entire standup arcade in the 
middle of the woods all set to free play for your enjoyment. Here you will find all the classics 
from Galaga to Miss Pac-Man along with some newer games including sit-down-style racing 
games of white knuckled excitement. Battle it out with friends our battle alien hoards alone on a 
quest to save humanity. This is the perfect place to chill for a moment and get your video game 
addiction fix.

Carnival Rides In Front of the Big Top Stage / Wed – Sat: 2pm to Midnight
Come enjoy these giant carnival rides glowing with multicolored brilliant lights as they spin, drop, 
and take you to dizzying heights high above the Gathering grounds. What better way to get your 
juices flowing then to allow yourself to be hurtled through the air at amazing speeds by these 
huge contraptions designed to titillate your adrenal gland.  If you have any doubt where these 
free rides might be located just listen for the screaming and let it be your guide.

150’ Slip n Slide  By the Big Top Stage / Wed – Sat: Noon to 5pm
On a hot mid summer’s day, this sounds almost too good to be true. What better way to stay cool 
then by taking the plunge on this giant 150’ Slip-n-Slide placed on the side of a hill? Just dive 
forward and allow yourself to speedily slide to the bottom where you will abruptly come to a stop 
as you slash into a pool of refreshing water. 
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sVendors Merchandise Bazaar
Besides finding all the merchandise for every artist performing at the Gathering this year you will also find other 
vendors who are selling some very interesting wares at the Merchandise Bazaar. Read below to find out more about 
the flavor they are providing in their own words. 

•  Giggles Art Work  - Giggles is a West Michigan based artist with a penchant for painting clowns while 
depicting them in a variety of offbeat situations. Today we are surrounded by too many negative issues. She likes to 
remind people to laugh and that her paintings provide individuals with an escape from reality.  

•  Bluntman’s One Stop Shop - Wraps, rolling papers, glass pipes, scales, body jewelry, promotion T-
shirt, decals, batteries, toiletries. 

•  Twisted Tattoos and Body Piercing -   We will be tattooing and doing body piercings. 

•  Grassroots California - We promote Grassroots California apparel; mostly the fresh lids they come out with. Along with the hats 
we also offer pins and pens and handmade items for all. Come check what we have to offer and check out GrassrootsCalifornia.com for more 
freshies. Whoop Whoop. 

•  Smokin’ Joes Specialty Shop - Custom blown glass pipes, metal tobacco pipes, pipe pouches, glass stash jars, beer pong acces-
sories, etc. Custom Hatchetman Pipes. 

•  Fatbol Clothing- Fatbol Clothing is dedicated to spreading awareness of underground music, art and culture through the medium of 
dope gear and apparel. From the art to the beats, mountains to the streets, join us in our vision. 

•  Eternal Ejuice-N-Vapes - JUGGALOS, COME OUT & VAPE! Need that Nicotine fix? Enjoy those Hookahs? We got ya covered like 
a magnum with all your eLiquids, eCigs, Mods, eShishas, & Dry Herb Vaporizers! Mo Thugs South Presents: Eternal Ejuice-N-Vapes! 100’s of 
flavors! Come show some Mo Thug Luv at the Eternal tent! MMFCL! 

•  I Love Pot Clothing - Men’s and woman’s clothing promoting the positive pot lifestyle.

Seminars Seminar Tent
Come meet some of your favorite artists up close and personal in this intimate setting where they 
talk about whatever they hell they want. Questions will be answered from the crowd and secrets will 
be revealed. Some of the biggest announcements in the Juggalo world have been made during these 
seminars and they are much talked about long after they are over. So don’t miss your chance to wit-
ness a rare glimpse into the personal lives of these artists as they bare their souls for all to see.

•  ABK Seminar: Thurs 2 – 3pm 

•  Big Hoodoo Seminar: Thurs 4 – 5pm

•  AMB Seminar: Fri 2 – 3pm
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•  Boondox Seminar: Fri 4 – 5pm

•  ICP Seminar: 2 – 3pm

•  JCW Seminar: 4 – 5pm

Autographs Autograph Tent
Need a titty signed do you? Believe me, these guys don’t mind. Stop by to meet up with some of 
the dopest underground artists alive for your opportunity to get an autograph signed, a picture 
taken, share a few words and give a motherfucker a dap. It’s all love and it’s all good, ya heard 
me? 

•  Big Hoodoo and Whitney Peyton: Thurs Noon – 2pm

•  Boondox and JellyRoll: Thurs 2pm – 4pm

•  ICP and AMB: Thurs 4pm – 6pm

•  Caskey and UGA: Fri Noon – 2pm

•  ICP and KMK: Fri 2 – 4pm

•  Twiztid and Blaze: Fri 4 – 6pm

•  JCW: Sat Noon – 2pm

•  Madchild and Johnny Ricter: Sat 2 – 4pm

•  ABK and Mowtown Rage: Sat 4 – 6pm
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